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ABSTRACT 

Database outsourcing is a noteworthy solution to improve quality 

of services while reducing data management costs. When data is 

stored and processed out of the territory of its owner, security 

becomes the first concern. Confidentiality of the outsourced data, 

correctness assurance of query results, and preserving users' 

access privacy are the primary requirements of secure data 

outsourcing. Nevertheless, most of research activities concentrate 

on confidentiality based on different encryption schemes. This 

paper reports some aspects of our ongoing research on secure data 

outsourcing plus our future directions. We propose a framework 

to provide confidentiality and privacy based on the threshold 

secret sharing. We discuss the extension points of the framework 

to satisfy other requirements of secure data outsourcing as well. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Storage and retrieving of data has become a big challenge for 

companies and organizations. Surveys estimate data management 

cost around five to ten times than that of data gathering [1]. Many 

organizations prefer to concentrate their human and technical 

resources on their core business functions rather than data 

management activities. One nearly new idea is outsourcing data 

management tasks to an external party. “Database As a Service 

(DAS)” is an explanation of this approach. Database outsourcing 

is a noteworthy solution due to reducing data management costs 

as well as more quality services like database availability. 

However, it faces with some security challenges. 

Data stealing along with commercial competitions challenge the 

data outsourcing scenario regarding confidentiality aspects. In 

most cases, the external server hosting the outsourced data and 

processing queries is untrusted in terms of the data confidentiality. 

Encrypting outsourced data is the incipient solution to this 

challenge. However, it imposes extra overhead on the system and 

decreases the database efficiency. This is the reason that 

encryption is not considered as a good solution even in 

centralized in-house databases. Having some noticeable 

advantages, outsourcing reintroduces encryption-related methods 

and techniques to satisfy its requirements. To overcome the 

efficiency problem when using encryption-based methods, 

researchers investigate mechanisms for direct execution of queries 

on the encrypted data. Such mechanisms provide confidentiality 

in addition to efficiency as they do not typically decrypt data at 

the server side in order to execute a query. 

Query result correctness is another challenge in secure data 

outsourcing when the external server is not honest. This issue has 

not been investigated as much as confidentiality issue in database 

outsourcing. 

Beside encryption-based approaches, secret sharing as another 

approach indicates a promising prospect to solve the challenges of 

secure data outsourcing. This paper studies application of secret 

sharing in secure data outsourcing. Hence, a secret sharing based 

framework providing the confidentiality of data has been 

introduced. Then, future work for validation, extension, or 

improvement of the framework has been mentioned. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

discusses basic requirements of secure data outsourcing. Section 3 

briefly reviews related work. Section 4 proposes a preliminary 

framework based on the threshold secret sharing scheme. Section 

5 discusses areas of future work to complete the proposed 

framework in order to satisfy other considerations of the DAS 

model. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper. 

For simplicity, we may refer to Secure Data Outsourcing as SDO 

in the remainder of this paper. 

2. BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF A SDO 

SOLUTION 
Despite almost a decade of research on SDO, the proposed 

approaches have not been reported to have much success in 

operation in the actual community/industry. This has been 

basically due to many restrictions and overheads accompanied 

with the current approaches.  In other words, the intrinsic 

requirement for SDO is to improve the existing models regarding 

practicality aspects while considering security considerations.  To 

elaborate, we enumerate these requirements with respect to 

security and practicality aspects in the following bullets. The first 

four items focus on security concerns and the last three ones 

concentrate on practicality issues. 

• Identification of the level of trust in the server: The majority 

of existing approaches assume that the server is untrusted in 

terms of data confidentiality but trusted in terms of query 

result correctness. A more general solution should downgrade 
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the trust level and assume the server is untrusted in both 

confidentiality and correctness aspects. So, the existing 

models should be extended or new models be proposed to 

assure the query result correctness. 

• Protection against security attacks: Security threats and 

attacks are one of the most important aspects which should be 

considered while proposing models and frameworks for SDO. 

Basically, the more tolerable the model is, the more secure 

solution could be achieved. Known database attacks, 

frequency attacks, size based attacks, and collusion are among 

the important threats in database outsourcing scenario.  

• Users' access privacy: Users' access privacy concerns the 

relation between users and their queries. Privacy is one of the 

primary requirements for SDO. Intruders as well as untrusted 

server cannot infer wealthy information from the user’s 

queries while privacy is preserved. 

• Access control policy enforcement: In operational 

environments, users have different access rights to database 

entities. Enforcement of access control policies is one of the 

important aspects of SDO. For efficiency reasons, the policies 

should be enforced by the server. On the other hand, for 

security reasons, the policies may be confidential and 

untrusted server should not be aware of or infer about them. 

• Supporting different kinds of queries: Proposed models for 

SDO will be practicable if it supports execution of different 

kinds of queries. Exact match queries, pattern matching for 

string data, range queries, JOIN queries, and queries contain 

aggregation functions like SUM, AVG, COUNT, MIN, and 

MAX are among typical queries and should be supported.  

• Supporting multiple and variant data types: Existing 

databases contain a variety of data types, nevertheless most of 

existing approaches for SDO concentrate on numeric data. 

String data types, multimedia data types, and data types with a 

limited number of values (like Boolean and Enumerated 

types) should also be considered in order to have a realistic 

solution for data outsourcing. 

• Efficiency besides acceptable overhead: We need methods, 

models, and techniques that are efficient besides having 

acceptable overhead. In the context of SDO, storage, 

communication, and computational overhead are important. 

Computational and storage overhead should be considered at 

the client and the server sides. Communication overhead 

refers to the amount of interaction between a client and a 

server (the number of passes between the client and the server 

and the amount of information to be transferred) while 

processing a query.  Those methods in which the sever returns 

extra records to the client as false hit records, introduce more 

communication overhead and also computational overhead at 

the client side. In such cases, clients need some computational 

power to purge the received results based on the user query. 

3. RELATED WORK 
Most of research activities in the area of secure data outsourcing 

concentrate on confidentiality of the outsourced data against 

untrusted servers. 

Hacigümüs et al. [27] explored the DAS model and then proposed 

a solution for executing queries over encrypted data concerning 

confidentiality problem [2]. In their solution, a query is processed 

in four steps. At first, the user submits a query through a client. 

Then, the client transforms it into a new query that is executable 

on encrypted data at the server side. The server executes the query 

and sends the results for the client. The client purges the results 

and returns final results to the user. Hacigümüs et al. [3] 

improved their work concerning query optimization. They 

proposed a privacy homomorphism encryption scheme to support 

aggregation queries in their model [4]. Mykletun et al. [5] showed 

these encryption functions are susceptible to known plain text 

attacks and reveal the encryption key. They proposed another 

solution to support aggregation queries in their work.  

The basic idea of [2, 3] is bucketing and indexing of attribute 

values. There are different ways for bucketing values such as 

equivalence-width, equivalence-depth, and using hash functions 

proposed on numeric and character data [6, 7, and 8]. The index 

production methods should consider query processing efficiency 

while maintaining security. An adversary as well as an untrusted 

server should not be able to infer about the plain data using 

assigned indexes.  

However, index based methods, due to their admissible efficiency, 

are the most popular methods for confidentiality problem in data 

outsourcing. There are some works on security analysis [10, 11] 

and reducing false hits [12] for index based methods.  

Some research activities to support range queries have been done. 

Damiani et al. [13] used B+-tree to support range queries. 

Agrawal et al. [14] proposed an Order Preserving Encryption 

Scheme (OPES) for numeric data to support range queries. The 

OPES encryption preserves the order of plain data in encrypted 

data, so it is susceptible to known database attacks. Mansouri [26] 

added randomness to OPES and proposed the ROPES as Random 

Order Preserving Encryption Scheme to protect from known 

database security attacks.  

Agrawal et al. [1] proposed a new approach to provide 

confidentiality of outsourced data using the idea of secret sharing. 

They used Shamir threshold secret sharing scheme [15] to provide 

confidentiality in database outsourcing. In the next section, we 

extend their method and propose a preliminary framework. 

Further, we give some possible future work to show this new 

approach could satisfy basic requirements of SDO. Brinkman et 

al. [16, 17] used secret sharing to store and query tree structured 

data (such as XML) securely.   

Yong et al. [18] concentrate on privacy requirement. Preserving 

privacy causes an intruder or an untrusted server not to be able to 

gain valuable information about queries and users who submit the 

queries.  

Correctness requirement of SDO refers to integrity and 

completeness of query results. Integrity assurance means an 

untrusted server cannot tamper the query results in an 

unauthorized manner. Completeness means all of the result set is 

delivered to the client. Min Xie et al. [19] provide audit-ability of 

correctness via adding a limited number of records to the 

outsourced database. These extra records can be produced by 

randomized or deterministic methods. They prove security of their 

method. Mykletun et al. [20] proposed integrity mechanisms for 

simple SELECT queries. Merkle tree and cryptographic hashing 
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structures have been used in [21] to provide correctness 

verification in range queries. 

4. OUR PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
We use Shamir’s threshold secret sharing scheme [15] to share a 

secret (data to be outsourced) between n servers. We call these 

servers “Data Servers”. Subsequently, data indexes are 

maintained in a separate server called “Index Server”. So, clients 

interact with two kinds of servers. Data shares are stored on Data 

Servers and referenced by Index Server. To distribute a secret (an 

attribute value) between n Data Servers the distributor (data 

owner) selects a vector X={x1, x2, …, xn} and a polynomial f(x) of 

order k-1 such that the constant value of f(x) be equal to the secret. 

Other coefficients are determined randomly. Regarding 

randomness of f(x)’s coefficients for each attribute value, the 

order of values is not preserved, i.e. a greater value may have 

lower share than a lesser one, or two equal values may have 

different shares. This property provides protection from frequency 

attacks on Data Servers. 

In the threshold secret sharing with the threshold k of n, we need 

at least k shares to retrieve the secret. Secret vs is calculated by the 

Lagrange interpolation with the following formula: 
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4.1 Data Servers 
In a threshold (k, n) secret sharing, Data Servers store data shares 

computed by f(x) of order k-1 and vector X. For each attribute 

value to be shared between Data Servers, f(x) with the order of  

k-1 is created. The constant value of f(x) is equal to the to-be-

shared value and the other coefficients are randomly selected. For 

each value, Sharei, denoting the secret share of ith Data Server (1 

≤ i ≤ n), is calculated by f(xi) where, xi is the ith member of the 

vector X. X is owned by the data owner and kept hidden from 

untrusted servers. Hence, even if more than k Data Servers 

accumulate their shares, they cannot retrieve the secret. In this 

approach, known database attacks are prevented as the order of 

shares in Data Servers does not follow the real order of attribute 

values due to randomized coefficients of f(x). 

4.2 Index Server 
To build indexes at Index Server, attribute values are encrypted 

using an order preserving encryption scheme. Then, a B+-tree is 

made over the encrypted values. Each leaf in the B+-tree refers to 

a bucket containing record numbers of Data Servers with the 

same share value of the corresponding leaf key. Then, the buckets 

are encrypted and sent with the B+-tree to Index Server. 

Thereafter, Index Server is responsible for any insertion, deletion, 

or update in the B+-tree. 

In order to insert a new record into database, the client needs to 

interact with Data Servers and Index Server. At first, share values 

of the record attributes are calculated and inserted into Data 

Servers as a new record. Subsequently, the B+-tree in Index Server 

is modified for the indexed attributes. In order to modify the B+-

tree for each indexed attribute, the new attribute value is 

encrypted with the “order preserving encryption scheme” and sent 

to Index Server. Index Server locates the appropriate location in 

the tree and inserts it in that location. If the inserted value is 

repetitive, there is a leaf with the same key in the tree. In such a 

case, simply the new record number is appended to the 

corresponding bucket. If the value is not repetitive, a new leaf is 

inserted into the B+-tree and its bucket is created with the record 

number written into it. In order to append the record number in 

the corresponding bucket, the bucket is sent to the client. The 

client decrypts the bucket which the item is inserted into. Then, 

the bucket is encrypted and sent to Index Server. 

Record removal is done by removing the related record number 

from the appropriate bucket in the B+-tree. So, frequent garbage 

collection is done for physical deletion of records in Data Servers. 

Therefore, we need a method to distinguish logically deleted 

records in Data Servers. 

Although, the order of attribute values is preserved in Index 

Server, adversary (that might be Index Server itself) cannot infer 

any relation between encrypted values on Index Server and data 

shares on Data Servers as buckets are encrypted. 

Notwithstanding, Index Server might infer about the attribute 

values frequency from the buckets volume. We use padding to 

assimilate bucket volumes in order to prevent this threat. 

4.3 Query Processing 
The query processing scenario in our approach is as follows. The 

values in the query predicate are encrypted in the order preserving 

manner and sent to Index Server. Index Server searches for these 

values in the related B+-tree and sends the corresponding buckets 

to the client. The client decrypts the buckets and requests from 

Data Servers to retrieve records with the numbers extracted from 

decrypted buckets. When, at least k Data Servers reply to the 

client, the final result can be retrieved by the client through 

Lagrange interpolation.  

As we saw in this scenario, Data Servers cannot be informed 

about the query contents. They act as storage resources which 

return records only based on their numbers. There are not any 

false hits in returned results from Data Servers. Therefore, neither 

the client nor Data Servers calculate data shares on Data Servers. 

So, we do not need to store and find coefficients of the 

polynomial f(x). 

Our approach provides for both exact match and range queries. 

Range queries are performed via search on the order preserved 

encrypted B+ tree index. Aggregation queries are also supported 

due to additive homomorphism property of secret sharing. Queries 

contained MIN, MAX, and COUNT functions are executed at 

Index Server without Data Servers interference. 

4.4 Example 
Consider the simple Employee relation in Table 1 with four 

attributes ID, Name, Age, and Salary. For simplicity, assume we 

restrict ourselves to search merely based on Age attribute. So, a 

B+-tree is made on Age values. This B+-tree is shown in Figure 1. 

In order to support range queries, the rightmost pointer of each 

leaf refers to the next leaf, except the last leaf whose rightmost 

pointer is null. Leaves have pointers to buckets consisting of the 

appropriate record numbers. Eop in Figure 1 denotes order 

preserving encryption used in B+-tree structure and E is an 

arbitrary encryption function used to encrypt buckets. 
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Figure 1. B+-tree index on the Age attribute 

Let n=3, k=2, and X = {x1=3, x2=1, x3=5}. So, the order of f(x) is 

k-1=1 and the number of Data Servers is three. The client will be 

able to retrieve the results of a query, if it receives response from 

at least two Data Servers. 

At Data Server side, each Data Server stores data shares of each 

value for all confidential attributes. For simplicity, in this example 

we only show the Salary values in Data Servers. We have ten 

records in the Employee table, so the data owner creates ten 

polynomials of the general form axi+b; where xi is selected from 

the X vector for each Data Server and a is obtained randomly for 

each polynomial. The data owner does not need to store these 

random numbers. b is equal to the Salary value for each 

polynomial. Figure 2 depicts the polynomials and the calculated 

data shares in Data Servers. For simplicity, we assume a values 

are integers between one and ten.  

Suppose a user submits the query “SELECT Salary FROM 

Employee WHERE Age=46”. Then, the corresponding client 

sends Eop (46) to Index Server. Index Server locates the value and 

returns the corresponding bucket to the client. The client decrypts 

the bucket and accesses 4 and 10 as record numbers. Then, the 

client requests these records from Data Servers. In our example, 

Data Server 1 sends 374 and 133, Data Server 2 sends 358 and 

131, and Data Server 3 sends 390 and 135 as the forth and tenth 

records respectively. When at least two Data Servers respond to 

the client, attribute values are retrievable through the Lagrange 

interpolation. Assume the results are received from Data Server 1 

and Data Server 3. The client puts the values in the Lagrange 

formula and calculates the Salary for the forth and tenth records. 

For example, the value 350 is obtained for the forth record by the 

following relation: 

0 5 0 3
374 390 350

3 5 5 3
sv

− −
= + =

− −
 

The client does a similar calculation to retrieve salary value of the 

tenth record. 

Now consider the following query with the SUM aggregation 

function: “SELECT SUM (Salary) FROM Employee WHERE 

Age > 50”. To execute this query, the client sends Eop(50) to 

Index Server. Index Server returns those buckets referred by 

leaves with values greater than 50 as their keys to the client. In 

this example, four buckets are returned by Index Server. The 

client decrypts them and sends the obtained record numbers to 

Data Servers. Each Data Server calculates the sum of its shared 

values for requested records and sends the result back to the 

client. Finally, the client retrieves the final result by interpolating 

received values due to additive homomorphism of secret sharing. 

Such a property can be examined easily in this example. 

 

4.5 Comparison 
In this section we compare our proposed framework with some 

other index-based methods [2, 3, 10, 12, and 13], encryption-

based methods [4, 5, and 14] and also secret-sharing-based 

Agrawal et al.’s proposed method [1]. 

Similar to the Agrawal et al.’s method [1], our approach supports 

different kinds of query including exact match queries, range 

queries, and aggregation queries. Update, delete, and insert 

operations are also supported.  Except the proposed scheme by 

Hacigümüs et al. [4] and the one proposed by Mykletun et al. [5], 

the other published index-based methods do not support 

aggregation queries.  Nevertheless, their ([4] and [5]) support for 

aggregation queries is either insecure or inefficient. Supporting 

Polynomial Salary 
2xi + 100 100 
xi + 200 200 

3xi + 150 150 
8xi + 350 350 
9xi + 200 200 
xi + 210 210 

4xi + 175 175 

6xi + 200 200 

2xi + 300 300 

xi + 130 130 

 

Salary 

106 
203 
159 
374 
227 
213 

187 

218 

306 

133 

Data Server 1 

 

Salary 

110 
205 
165 
390 
245 
215 

195 

230 

310 

135 

Data Server 3 

 

Salary 

102 
201 
153 
358 
209 
211 

179 

206 

302 

131 

Data Server 2 

Figure 2. Sharing Salary values among three Data Servers 

Eop(78), Eop(80) 

Eop(45) 

Eop(57) 

Eop(46) 

Eop(80), Eop(84) Eop(78) Eop(57) Eop(46) 

E (1,5,7) E (4,10) E (8,9) E (3) E (2) E (6) 

Table 1. The Employee relation  

ID Name Age Salary 

1 Elvis 45 100 

2 John 84 200 

3 Mary 78 150 

4 Frank 46 350 

5 Bob 45 200 

6 Alice 80 210 

7 Henry 45 175 

8 Jack 57 220 

9 Gary 57 300 

10 Donna 46 130 
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range queries in index-based methods depends on the bucketing 

strategy and the index construction method. 

Index based methods usually have some limitations for update, 

insert, and delete operations. For example, the distribution of 

values is used for bucketing and index construction. These 

operations change the distribution and render the rebucketization 

necessary. This is a time consuming work that makes index based 

methods suitable for read-only data. Agrawal et al.’s method for 

supporting range queries [14] is not secure against the known 

database attacks. It has also the mentioned problem for update, 

delete, and insert operations. This problem requires frequent re-

encryption due to adopting new data distribution. As described in 

section 4, our approach supports the update, delete and insert 

operations efficiently. 

In our approach, similar to the Agrawal et al.’s method [1], the 

received results from Data Servers do not have any false hits. This 

could be considered as an advantage since it reduces the 

communication and computational overhead at the client side. 

Other index based methods [2, 3, and 12] produce false hits in the 

server results. It is worth mentioning that those methods which do 

not generate false hits at the server side face with security 

challenges due to the frequency and known database attacks. 

Evdokimov et al. [9] have proven that index based methods 

especially the methods not generating false hits at the server side 

are not secure. Damiani et al. [13] proposed a secure index based 

method, but it has a large amount of communication overhead in 

its query processing scenario. However, while our approach has a 

considerable level of prominent security, it also enjoys the 

advantages of not generating false hits and an acceptable 

communication overhead compared to that of Damiani et al.’s 

research. 

In secure data outsourcing, usually there is a tradeoff between 

efficiency and security. To the best of our knowledge, no secure 

model for data outsourcing with high efficiency has been reported 

yet. Our approach, while reducing the computational cost due to 

usage of distribution and interpolation instead of encryption and 

decryption functions, provides high level of security. Although 

computational overhead in our approach is more than Agrawal et 

al.’s scheme [1], it offers much more security. Our approach is 

secure against known database and frequency attacks. The secret 

data is retrievable only by the client who knows the X vector. 

Thus, the collusion problem is addressed, i.e. Data Servers cannot 

get the secret even if they collude with each other or with the 

Index Server to reveal the secret. 

5. FUTURE WORK 
A preliminary framework based on the idea of threshold secret 

sharing was proposed in Section 4. Confidentiality and privacy as 

the basic requirements of SDO have been considered in our 

framework. Regarding efficiency and supporting different kinds of 

queries, we think this framework is a starting point for a more 

realistic solution for secure data outsourcing. We believe that 

extending and improving this framework to satisfy the basic 

requirements of this area can help the DAS model to be more 

practical. In this section, we review the possible extension points 

of our approach as future work. 

• Reducing the trust level to external servers: While major 

proposed methods suppose the server is honest but curious, 

we try to decrease the trust level and assume the server is 

untrusted in terms of both confidentiality and correctness. So, 

in addition to providing confidentiality, integrity and 

completeness of results must be also assured. The threshold 

secret sharing scheme, provides the potentiality of correctness 

validation and distinguishing malicious servers in regard to 

the distribution of secrets among n data servers and retrieving 

form k ones (k ≤ n). A model for correctness validation with 

assumptions like potentiality of collusion between untrusted 

servers is an extension point of the proposed framework to 

develop a plenary solution for SDO. 

• Formal proof for security: The proposed solution must tolerate 

different threats and security attacks. Formal proof for security 

in terms of confidentiality, privacy, and correctness is required 

to complete the proposed approach. 

• Supporting different data types: In this study we concentrated 

on numeric data in our framework. Considering different data 

types especially character data has a pivotal role in practicality 

of SDO. Data types such as Boolean that accept limited 

number of values and multimedia which are rational to be 

confidential in some modern applications should also be 

explored. Fortunately, noticeable research conducted on the 

area of multimedia secret sharing promises acceptability of 

these data types in our framework.  

• Database access control policy enforcement: We can extend 

our framework to adopt the ability of applying access control 

policies in multi user environments based on the secret 

sharing concept. Fortunately, the secret sharing has been 

shown as one of the basic concepts for structuring access 

control mechanisms [22, 23, and 24]. Enforcement of policies 

by untrusted server (probably with the slight data owner 

involvement), update-ability of the policies, and preserving 

privacy of the access control policy for untrusted server are 

the most challenging issues to adopt an access control policy 

enforcement mechanism in database outsourcing scenario.  

Considering the above challenges, we have done some 

research in the area of access control for SDO scenario which 

cannot be included in this paper due to restrictions on number 

of pages.  

• Availability, efficiency, and security tradeoff: in the (k, n) 

threshold secret sharing, data is distributed among n servers 

and retrieved from at least k ones. The values of k and n affect 

different aspects such as availability and efficiency, and also 

the storage, communication, and computational overheads. 

Study about these aspects to find a tradeoff point based on the 

user requirements is another future work to produce a 

desirable model. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Secure data outsourcing is in its adolescence and notwithstanding 

reported research activities, is far away from being practical 

regarding its goals and requirements. Secure data outsourcing 

refers to preserving confidentiality of outsourced data, privacy of 

users’ queries, and query result correctness assurance [25].  

We believe that the idea of secret sharing with respect to strong 

theoretical security background on the one hand, and less 

computational overhead rather than encryption on the other hand, 
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indicates promising future for secure data outsourcing. Our secret 

sharing based framework provides a basis to support different 

kinds of queries on different data types. Additive homomorphism 

property of secret sharing supports efficient execution of a wide 

range of aggregation queries. Although communication and 

storage overhead in secret sharing schemes seems to be high, 

availability and correctness verifiability are potentially obtained. 

Storage overhead in this approach is almost comparable to 

database servers that use replication for availability and disaster 

recovery reasons. 

It seems the idea of secret sharing for secure data outsourcing, can 

satisfy the basic requirements mentioned in section 2. In this 

regard, concentration on adopting secret sharing for string data 

without unrealistic simplification and constraints, tradeoff 

analysis and security proofs based on parameters such as the 

number of servers and availability measures, the correctness 

assured model for the outsourced data, and access control policy 

enforcement in an outsourced database are among future work in 

this area. 
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